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Abstract
This paper studies resource reservation mechanisms that
can be incorporated into distributed multi–path Quality–
of–Service (QoS) routing algorithms. Three resource
reservation schemes, the forward reservation scheme, the
backward reservation scheme and the hybrid reservation
scheme, are investigated. Simulations are carried out to
compare the performance of the protocols and to study the
impact of system parameters on the performance of the protocols. Our results show that, in most of the cases, backward reservation protocols are more efficient than their forward reservation and hybrid reservation counterparts.

1 Introduction
Quality of Service (QoS) routing and resource reservation [12] are two closely related network components.
Traditionally, these two tasks are separated into two steps.
First, a route is selected, then the route is set–up and the resources are reserved along the route. Separating routing and
resource reservation simplifies the protocol design. However, in B–ISDN, resource availability may change rapidly
and the route information may be outdated. In such environment, a route that was computed in the first step may lack
resources in the second step. Combining the two steps was
suggested to overcome this problem [3, 6, 7, 8, 13].
When combining resource reservation with the QoS
routing schemes, resource reservation affects the performance of the multi–path QoS routing algorithms[1] that
use global network state information more than it affects
the performance of the single–path QoS routing algorithms
[4, 5, 9] or that of the flooding based algorithms [3, 7, 8].
Combining resource reservation into a multi–path routing
scheme may require reserving resources along multiple
paths for a connection request, which result in the over
reservation problem. Furthermore, reserving resources on
multiple paths can greatly change the resource availability characteristics in the network system and decrease the

precision of the global network state information, which
in turn, can affect the effectiveness of the routing algorithm. Thus, incorporating resource reservation into multi–
path QoS routing algorithms not only requires the design
of new efficient protocols that combine resource reservation and QoS routing, but also requires the re–study of the
performance issues for the routing algorithms.
Our previous work [13] developed a protocol that combines forward reservation with a ticket based distributed
multi–path QoS routing scheme [1]. In forward reservation,
resources are reserved from the source to the destination
when the routing algorithm searches the QoS paths. The
main limitation of this scheme is that the protocol tends to
reserve more resources than needed due to the imprecise
global network state information. In this paper, we study
the backward reservation scheme and the hybrid reservation scheme. Backward reservation is similar to combining
RSVP[12] with multi–path routing. In the backward reservation scheme, the sender sends probe packets in search of
the paths that satisfy the QoS constraints without resource
reservation. When the probe packet reachs the destination, the destination starts resource reservation towards the
source. Hence, the imprecise global network information is
only used to make routing decisions for the probe packets,
more up–to–date network state information along the paths
that are probed on demand is used to make reservation decisions. The hybrid reservation scheme is the combination
of the forward and backward scheme. It allows a limited
number of forward reservations while probing other paths.
If the forward reservations failed, the hybrid scheme resorts
to backward reservation. We compare the effectiveness of
the three schemes and study the impact of system parameters on the resource reservation schemes. Our results show
that, in most of the cases, backward reservation protocols
are more efficient than their forward reservation and hybrid
reservation counterparts, although backward reservation is
slightly more complicated than forward reservation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 summarizes the related work. Section 3 introduces the
ticket based QoS routing scheme with forward reservation.

Section 4 presents the backward reservation protocol. Section 5 describes hybrid reservation. Section 6 reports our
performance study and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Related work
QoS routing has attracted much attention recently. An
extensive survey can be found in [2]. Most existing QoS
routing schemes decouple the routing issues from the resource reservation issues [1, 4, 5, 9]. Few schemes [3, 6, 7,
8, 13] combine routing with resource reservation. The routing schemes in [3, 7, 8] are flooding based where the global
network information does not affect the routing performance. The scheme in [6] is a single–path routing scheme
where the over reservation problem is not severe. Zhong
[13] describes a protocol that combines the forward reservation scheme with a multi–path QoS routing algorithm. All
the protocols [3, 6, 7, 8, 13] employ the forward reservation scheme to reserve resources. The idea of the backward
reservation scheme was proposed for path establishment in
multiplexed all optical networks [10]. Routing and resource
reservation in all optical networks is different from routing
and resource reservation for establishing a path that satisfies
QoS constraints. The backward reservation scheme and the
hybrid reservation scheme for QoS routing have not been
studied before. In [1], the authors proposed a ticket–based
routing algorithm to solve the delay–constrained least–cost
routing without considering resource reservation. We use a
variant of this algorithm as the base QoS routing algorithm
and study resource reservation mechanisms.

3 Ticket–based distributed QoS routing with
forward reservation
In this section, we will first briefly describe the ticket–
based distributed multi–path routing algorithm [1]. We will
then introduce the protocol [13] that combines the ticket–
based routing algorithm with forward reservation. In this
paper, we assume that a link state algorithm is used to maintain the global state information. We also assume that bandwidth is the QoS metric. Note that the protocols can easily
be modified to deal with other QoS metrics.
The ticket–based distributed routing algorithm works as
follows. When a connection request arrives at the source
node, a certain number (t) of tickets are generated and a
probe packet with the t tickets is sent to the destination in
search of paths that satisfy the QoS constraints. Each probe
packet carries one or more tickets. When an intermediate
node receives a probe packet, it determines the next hops
that can potentially establish connections for the request,
calculates the number of tickets to be distributed for each of
the next hops, and sends a probe packet with its share of the

tickets to each of the next hops. In our algorithm, we use
the routing and ticket distribution algorithm in [13] to determine the next hops and to distribute tickets to each of the
next hops. A probe fails if there is not outgoing link that can
satisfy the QoS requirement. When a probe packet reachs
the destination, a path that can satisfy the QoS requirement
is found. The algorithm controls the messaging overhead
by manipulating t. Since intermediate nodes only distribute
the tickets but not generate any new tickets, the maximum
number of probe packets at any time is bounded by t. Since
each probe packet probes a path, the maximum number of
paths probed is also bounded by t.
Incorporating forward reservation with the ticket–based
routing scheme is straight forward. When a connection request arrives at the source, the source node sends a reservation packet with t ticket to the destination. The reservation
packet goes through the network, separates into multiple
packets if necessary and reserves resources along the path.
A reservation packet fails when there is no available resource to support the QoS requirement of the connection. In
this case, the resources reserved by the reservation packet in
the partial path are released if no other reservation packets
for the same connection request share the resources. When
the reservation packet reaches the destination, the destination sends an accept packet to inform the source and the intermediate nodes that this connection has been established.
When the accept packet reaches the source, the source can
start sending data. Once the source finishes sending data,
it sends a release packet to release the resources along the
path for the connection.

4 Backward Reservation
The forward reservation protocol relies on the global network state information maintained by the link state algorithm to make both routing and resource reservation decisions. Due to the imprecise global network state information, the forward reservation protocol tends to overly reserve resources for a connection request. The backward
reservation scheme overcomes this limitation. In the backward reservation protocol, the network is probed before any
reservation is made. The imprecise global network information maintained by the link state algorithm is only used
in making routing decisions, more accurate network state
information along the paths which are probed on demand
for each connection request is used to make reservation decisions.
The detail about the backward reservation protocol can
be found in [11]. Here, we will describe the protocol in
an abstract manner. The protocol works as follows. When a
connection request arrives at the source, a probe packet with
the t tickets is sent to the destination in search of paths that
satisfy the QoS constraints. The probe packets will follow

the multi–path routing algorithm to search the paths without
any resource reservation. Once a probe packet reaches the
destination, the destination knows that resources on the path
that the probe packet traveled can satisfy the QoS requirement and sends a reservation packet to the source following
the path in the opposite direction. The reservation packet
reserves resources along the path towards the source. Once
the source node receives the reservation packet, it can start
the data transmission. Note that the reservation packet may
be rejected due to the lack of resources since the resource
availability may change. However, this is a low probability event since the network state information carried in the
probe packet is quite precise. Note also that since the protocol explores multiple paths, the over reservation problem
can still exist in the backward reservation scheme. In our
protocol, we use a protocol parameter, bn, to control the
number of outstanding backward reservations for each request. At a given time, there are at most bn reservation
packets sent from the destination for a given request.
Backward reservation improves the resource reservation
efficiency and reduces the over–reservation problem comparing to forward reservation. In addition, it also improves
the precision of the global network state information since
resources are less likely to be in the transient state. The
backward reservation protocol also has limitations. First,
since resource probing and resource reservation are done
at different times, there are chances that resource availability changes and resource reservation fails after the path is
probed. Second, backward reservation requires more message types and incurs more messaging overheads. Third, on
average, it takes the backward reservation protocol longer
time to reject a request than it takes the forward reservation
protocol, especially when the network is under heavy load.

5 Hybrid scheme
The idea of hybrid reservation is to perform resource
reservation in the forward pass along a limited number (f t)
of paths that have the highest successful reservation probability and to probe the rest (t − f t) paths, where t is the
number of tickets for each request and f t is the number of
tickets for forward reservation. If the forward reservation
successfully establishes the path, the destination node can
just accept the connection and ignore the results of the probing. In this case, both the problems in the backward scheme
and the over reservation problem in the forward scheme are
under control. If the forward reservation fails, the hybrid
scheme resorts to the results of the probing and tries to reserve resources following the backward reservation protocol. In this case, the hybrid scheme behaves similar to the
backward scheme. Thus, the hybrid scheme uses backward
reservation as its base and tries to explore the advantages of
the forward reservation scheme. Obviously, the parameter

f t is important for this reservation scheme.

6 Experiments
To evaluate and compare the performance of the protocols that combine different reservation schemes with the
ticket–based QoS routing scheme, we develop a cycle–by–
cycle network simulator that simulates all three protocols.
We use bandwidth as the QoS metric for the experiments.
The simulator parameterizes the following protocol, network and traffic parameters:
• network load. The network load is specified using three
parameters, the connection request generation rate (r), the
connection duration (d) and the bandwidth requirement (b)
of each connection. The connection requests arrive at each
node following a Poisson distribution with an average of r
messages generated every time unit. When a request is generated at a node, the destination of the request is generated
randomly among the other nodes in the system. A request
is discarded when it is blocked.
• link state update frequency (uf ). This parameter determines the precision of the global network state information
used by the routing algorithm.
• number of tickets (t) for each request.
• forward reservation tickets (f t).
• the number of outstanding backward reservations (bn).
We use two performance metrics, the blocking probability and the average number of connections granted, to evaluate the protocols. The blocking probability is the ratio of
the number of connection requests blocked and the number of connection requests processed. The simulation time
is measured in time cycles, which is the basic unit of the
network activities. All other network activities, such as the
control packet processing time and packet propagation time
over a link, take multiples of the time cycle to complete.
In the simulations, we assume that the propagation delay in
each link 1 cycle. All the simulation results are obtained
with 95% confidence level and 5% confidence interval.
We use two representative traffic patterns to compare the
performance of the protocols, long connection duration with
small bandwidth requirement and short connection duration
with large bandwidth requirement. The long duration with
small bandwidth requirement traffic pattern is generated by
letting d = 512 and b = 2. This pattern is denoted as
(512, 2). Under this traffic pattern, the global network state
information is relatively accurate while the over reservation
problem is not very severe. The short connection duration
with large bandwidth requirement traffic pattern represents
the cases where the global network state is extremely imprecise and the over–reservation problem is very severe. We
generate such traffic pattern by letting d = 8 and b = 32
and denote such pattern as (8, 32).
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Figure 2. The impact of f t

Figure 1 studies the impact of bn. This experiment is
done on 6 × 6 meshes and assumes uf = 500 and t = 16.
The figure shows the results for the two traffic patterns
(512, 2) and (8, 32) with different network load (r). We
have also studied other traffic patterns and other network
load, the results exhibit similar trend. From the figure, we
can see that for all the cases, allowing more outstanding
backward reservations increases the blocking probability.
There are two reasons for this. First, the probability that the
first backward reservation will be successful is very high
since the chance that the resource availability changes during the round trip delay is small. Thus, allowing more outstanding backward reservations creates the over-reservation
problem without improving the successful reservation probability. Second, limiting bn = 1 reduces the amount of resources reserved but not used, which improves the precision
of the global network state information. Since bn = 1 always results in the best performance, we will set bn = 1 for
the rest of the evaluations.
Figure 2 shows the performance of the hybrid protocols
with different f t. This experiment is done on 6 × 6 mesh
and assumes uf = 500 and t = 16. The figure shows the
results for the two traffic patterns (512, 2) and (8, 32) with
different network load. Other traffic patterns and other network loads result in similar trend. For all cases, the backward reservation protocol achieves the best performance,
which indicates that the hybrid reservation scheme cannot
really combine the advantages of the forward and backward
schemes. Although the hybrid reservation scheme overcomes some problems in the backward reservation scheme,
it also introduces other inefficiencies. For example, due to
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Figure 4. Performance of the forward and
backward protocols for (d = 512, b = 2)
the imprecise global network state, the likelihood that the
forward reservations successfully establish the path is small.
The failed forward reservations result in the over reservation
problem and decrease the precision of the global network
state information. As shown in Figure 2, the overall effect is that the hybrid schemes perform worse than the pure
backward reservation scheme.
The study of the protocol parameters establishes that
the backward schemes are more efficient than the hybrid
schemes with the same number of tickets and that the backward scheme achieves the best performance when bn = 1.
In the rest of the section, we will compare the two representative resource reservation schemes, the forward reservation
scheme and the backward reservation scheme. We will use
the letters B and F to represent the backward reservation
protocol and the forward reservation protocol respectively.
Figure 3 compares the performance when the network
is under light load. This experiment is done on 6 × 6
mesh and assumes uf = 500 and r = 0.001. For all the
four traffic patterns, backward reservation schemes result in
significantly better blocking probability than their forward
reservation counterparts. Reducing the over–reservation
problem and improving the precision of the global network
state information greatly improve the communication performance when the network is under light load.
Figures 4 and 5 show the cases when the network load
is higher. These experiments are done on 6 × 6 mesh and
assumes uf = 500. For different traffic patterns, the backward and forward protocols behave differently. Figure 4
shows the case for pattern (512, 2). In this case, the global
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Figure 5. Performance of the forward and
backward protocols for (d = 8, b = 32)
network state is relatively precise. The behave of the backward reservation protocol is similar to that of the forward
reservation protocol. When the network is not saturated,
the backward protocols offer lower blocking probability
and higher throughput since they avoid the over-reservation
problem and have more precise global network state information. When the network is approaching saturation, the
forward protocols grant more connections than the corresponding backward protocols do, even though they suffer
from the over–reservation problem. This is because the forward reservation scheme rejects requests quicker at highload and thus has chance to establish short connections.
Figure 5 shows the case for pattern (8, 32). In this case,
the reduction of the over–reservation problem by the backward reservation schemes has great impact on the performance. As can be seen from the figure, the backward
schemes achieve both lower blocking probability and higher
system throughput comparing to their forward reservation
counterparts. In this experiment, forward reservation protocols with a larger number of tickets have lower blocking probability when the request generation rate is low and
higher blocking probability when the request generation
rate is high. The over–reservation problem in the forward
protocols with large numbers of tickets manifests itself. In
contrast, backward reservation protocols with a larger number of tickets always have lower blocking probability. Since
we set bn = 1, over–reservation is not a problem in the
backward reservation schemes. Increasing number of tickets only increases the load in the control network and the
time to process each request. It does not incur the over–
reservation problem. We have also studied the impact of
link state update frequency and the impact of network size
[11]. We found that these paramenters have similar effects
on all the three types of the protocols.

vation scheme, evaluate the protocols through extensive
simulation, and compare these newly developed protocols with a more established forward resource reservation
scheme. Our major conclusions are the followings. First,
the backward reservation protocols achieve the best performance when the maximum number of outstanding backward reservations is equal to 1. Second, the backward reservation schemes perform better than the hybrid reservation
schemes with the same number of tickets. Third, while
the backward reservation schemes behave similar to their
forward reservation counterparts for different network settings, the backward schemes consistently offer lower blocking probability when the network is not saturated.
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